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1. INTRODUCTION

In his communication [4], I. A, Rus has mentioned the following result of
Hu from 1967, which gives a charactenzation of metric completeness:

THEOREM l.l. l2l A metric spqce (X, d) ß complete if and only iffor each
closed subset Y of X any contraction f:Y --+ y has afixed point.

Hu has made the remark that "closed subset" can be replaced by ,,infinite
denumerable closed set", and it is suffrcient to considei contraction. *ith a given
constant r.

As stated inl4l, for the fixed point structure theory it would be desirable to
have a result related to that of Hu, namely: given a complete metric space (x, d)
and anonvoid subset rsuch that any contraction f:y -+ ). has a fixed point, the
subset Iis necessarily closed, Unfortunately, some examples given by Connell I I ]in 1959 for cross products show that there are nonclosed subsets of a complõté
metric space for which each contraction has a frxed point. The papõr of
subrahmanyam [3] includes an abstract generulization of such ao e*a-ple,

In the second section we describe an example of connell and the way it
provides a nonclosed set on which each contraction (in fac! any continuous function)
has a fixed point, The set is connected but not path connected, A second example,
also appearing in connell's paper, provides apathconnected, nonclosed set in R á

on which each continuous function has a fixed point. In fact, Connell is not
concerned about the connectedness properties ofthese sets,

In the third section we prove a theorem which, in the setting of Banach spaces,
gives a class of sets which are necessarily closed if they have the fixed^poini
property for contractions. So, in this case, dus' problem has an affimrative answer.

The final section contains some remarks on another class of sets and on the
way of providing contractions without fixed points in the case of normed spaces,
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2' EXAMI'I,ES IN COMPLETE MET*IC SPACES OF NONCLOSED SETSIIAVI¡{G TIIE FTXED POINT PROPERTY FOR CONTRACTIONS

In [1], connelr has been interest giving examples of bounded, butnonclosed sets { each continuous f:y -+ ), having a fixed point.Actually, also ur pu{poses. As these sets have inaddition s

A to ProP

of two open nonvoid sets; fti";:il "o*there exists a continuous function {:10,

is n ifi property
þr e set connected.

9:l

Example2. A set Z c. Rz which is nonclosed but has thefixed point property
for each contractíon g : z -+ Z . obvíousry, the set Z is in this case path connectetd
and a fortíori connected.

Let InCR',10 =10, r] x{o} and ro={ilxfo, r],ft e N-. The ser

z =_UÏ=oI ,ç R2 is path connected, hence connecte¿. we trave z = zu({O}x [0, t]),
so Z is nonclosed, Each continuous function g : z -+ z (hence each contraction)
has a fixed point.

Let us suppose that there is a continuous function g :z -+ Z without fixed
points' The continuous function /: Io -+ 1o givenby i(*)= (s("),,0) obviousry
has a fixed p oint (p,0) e 10. since g has no fixed point, there .iiÀtÁ'ro' e N* such

thatp=+,hence t(+,
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, = [+,r, o<.v<l
, t +I

In R' 2 one considers the connected but notpath connected set

Y = {þ,,p(¡)) . R2 :o <, 
= 4,

forwhich y : y u({rl x [-r,l]), so f is nonclosed. The set ris connected because
Yo c. Y c )'0, where yo ={(t,.p(¿)) .R2:0 < / < l} is connected as a conti_
nuous image of the interval'iO, t¡.'rhe assertion tnàt y is not path connectedfollows from the fact.thatnopudr cuo joln the poi"t 1õ,-of^io (r, 1), becauseotherwise r would be loca[y cõnnected,ïhich obïousþi, íoì the case,

we show that each continuous function f: y -+ r (hence each conhaction)
has a fxed point, L.t ry suppose that there ls such a dinction/without fixedpoints. Denoting with indicei i and2the firsf respectively the second, conrponent
of a point in R 2, we define

A = {* = (\,*z) e y : f(x)r. "r},
B = {x = (h,xz) ey:f(x)rt ,,},

Both A and B are open in { since/is continuous. They are nonvoid, because
(1, I) e A and (0, 0) e B. More rhan that, X = AIJ¡, Indeád, *. ú;; 7t ;ir-;*.i
Itlf suplo:e t!1., = x,, it will fotlow f (*), = xr, since rp is a tunction, andx:\xþ 12) would be a fix_ed point forl coniradiction with our assumption),

To summarize, A and.B are open disjoint nonvoid sets suchthat y ='Au É,which contradicts the fact that lis conn.ðt.d,

,nu ,(!,r) = 
[*, 

,,) . ,r*. suppose lt < zt, using again rhe conrinuiry or

B, rtrg can find lz,zz ._lo,t],y, < lz < z, such rn* r([,yr)=(+,"r),

contradictionwith the definition ofy,. It follows thatyr:zr-, 
[*,.u,) i, u 

.

fixed point for g, contradiction with our assumption that g has no fixed points.

Letus denote ¡ = y . [0, rf:12 elo,r], ! < 
",

By the continuity ofg and the definitio n of yr,there exists z, e I

3. CONVEX SUBSETS WITH NONVOID INTERIOR IN BANACH SPACES

In this section, in the setting of Banach spaces, we give a class of sets for
which one can prove that if any of their contractions has ã nxe¿ point, they are
necessarily closed,

We mention the following definitions: A set A in a linear space is conyex if
from x, y e A it follows that (1- À).r +
interior of the convex set I is rtA = {
! , (1 - Ìr)x + \uy, for some 1. e (0, r)),
follows obviously that ri A + Ø, but the
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We can prove now

THEoREM 3.1. Let E be a Banach spacg A c E a conyex setwífh int A + Ø,If each contraction h: A -+ A has afii.d potiirl*" i ¡, Jïr"d
Proof. 'we 

have to prove that b e z implies b e A, Let us suppose byconhaclictionthatthereisanerement b e A \ r, Making(ifnecessary)atranslation,
wecan takeb:0. Since intA+ Ø,thereis ¿ e int-¿'. fet .,,B > 0 begiven
suchthat cr +p < t,r = q*plþll . f ,

Wedefineafimction H:E _+ E,

immediate consequencewould be that anynormedspacewiththeproperltthateach
contraction has afixed potnt is infact a Banach spqce. Indeed, a normed space A
canbeconsideredasaconvexsetwithriA * Ø initscompletion Z, = E; applying
the theorem, itfollows that the normed space A is closed, hence a Banach space.

Remarlc 2. In a normed space wkich is not Banach, contractions withoul
fixed poinÍs may exist. But to provide such contractions is not an easy taslc. For
example, let us consider the space l0 of all real sequences with afinite number oJ
nonzero terms, endowed with the sup norm, and the shift operator s : l0 ) l0 ,
t(xr,^xr,.,) = (0, x12x2,,..), for Àe (0, l) and er:(|,0, 0,. ..), we ctefine
f : l0 -+ to , f (*) = m(r) + er,which ß a?,"-contractíon. But it has nofixed poínts,
becausef(u):u implíes u:(I,L,)u2,?u3, ..,) e to.

H(x) =.'# +Bti+"

For ¡ eA,wehave u=
the convex combination d+ a einu (since o eÃ,a eint.a). rhen REFERENCES
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is conúained in int A, so cx'r * pu = (cc + p)v_+ (l __" 
_ B)O e int A(a +p . f)

It follo¡vs that H(A) c. int A c A, hence U(,e) 
=M c Z'we prove now that H is acontraction on E with the consúant r < 1:

Recoived Docombor 15, 1996

IIgA¡ - H(y)ll< 
"ll, - yll * pll,ll

+l '(o * PlþlDll'- yll
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lo:^,rlz,, 
it follows that ithas a unique fixed poin!

which is equal to 0 (becausef{0):'fr;.
By the hypothesis, the fixed point set of h = Uln isnonvoid; it is included

:1jÏ:,11314; 
whictr conúains exacrly the poinr O,"so it follows that 0 e A,contradtctton. It remains that the setl has to be closed, r

The class of convex sets with nonvoid relative interior is larger than thatconsidered in Theorem 3, r, The problem whether the conditio n int A * Ø couldbe replaced by ri A + Ø remain op.rr,

4. REMARKS

In the case of normed spaces, there are some fuither comments to be done,
Remark L suppose that the probrem at the end of the previous section can beanswered ín the ffirmative, i.e., Theorem 3.1 is truewith ríA # Ø. Then qn


